The isomorphisms between projective unitary congruence groups are known when the underlying Witt indices are 33, the underlying spaces are finite dimensional, and the underlying integral domains are commutative [15, 161. Here we extend these results to noncommutative domains possessing a division ring of quotients and to arbitrary dimensions. Our development allows unitary and symplectic groups to be treated simultaneously, applies to collinear groups, and unifies the known theories over commutative domains and noncommutative fields. We consider the class of collinear (unitary or symplectic) groups having "enough projective transvections," i.e., at least one on each isotropic line (see Sections 2A and 1B). The chief hurdle, as in the commutative case, is to show that in such groups projective transvections are preserved under isomorphism. From this we get a correspondence of isotropic lines to which the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry can be applied. Then it is easy to show that the isomorphism is of the expected form, i.e., induced by an orthogonality-preserving semilinear bijection (reflexive collinear transformation) between the two underlying spaces; in particular, a unitary group is not isomorphic to a symplectic group.
situation is more promising. Here, for example, similar arguments work for the congruence groups in finite dimensions >5 (see Remark 2.15) .
In Section 1 we establish notation, outline the basic facts about reflexive spaces over division rings, introduce the collinear groups and study transvections and certain other transformations.
In Section 2 we determine the isomorphisms between unitary/symplectic groups having enough projective transvections (Witt indices 23) and show how to specialize the results to obtain our main theorems. We also discuss their nonprojective analogs. Finally, in Section 3, we show that a unitary or a symplectic congruence group (having enough projective transvections, Witt index 23) is not isomorphic to a linear congruence group (underlying dimension 25).
BAZXC CONCEPTS AND NOTATION
Our notation is based on [11] , to which we refer the reader for an account of vector spaces and semilinear algebra over division rings. We let D be a division ring, F its center. V is a vector space of arbitrary dimension and of either orientation t over D. Thus t = right (left) if V is a right (left) space. Scalars will be written on the left, thus for (Y, p E D and x E V we have or(@) = (c&x if t = left and a(@) = (/301)x if t = right. V' denotes the dual space of V. Linear (and semilinear) transformations will also be written on the left.
However we write mappings of division rings on the right and then auJ, for example, means (01'")~. VI (with associated t, , Dl , Fl) will denote a second vector space.
A. Rejfexive Spaces and Reflexive Groups
A standard reference for the material in Section 1A (in finite dimensions) is [3] . A reflexive form on V is a mapping q: V The reflexive group 1(V) of I' is defined by I(V) = {UE GL(V): q(ux, uy) = q(x,y) Vx,y~ V}.
For a subspace U of V, we define the subspace U* = {x E I': p(x, U) = O> and the subspace rad U = U n U*. We say U is regular if rad U = 0, degenerate if rad U # 0, and totally degenerate if rad U = U. If V is not totally degenerate, the associated J and E are clearly unique. We say i(Vol}aEl (where I is some index set) is an orthogonal splitting of V if V = @ (Va}arel (direct sum) and q(1", , V,) = 0 f or 01 # /3. We say U splits V if there exists a subspace W of V such that I' = U J-W. Clearly rad V splits V and the splitting V = rad I' 1 W is called a radical splitting of V; note W is regular (and unique up to isometry). If V = Caa, V, and q(V= , V,) = 0 for CL # j?, then rad V = xaEI rad V, , V is regular o each V, regular; and I' regular => v = IV&, * Zor any (Y E D, we can "scale" q to define a new reflexive form q* on V by qa(x 7 y) = Jdx, Y> if V right, lq(x, _y)~ if V left.
Then q" has associated Jo: y -+ a+~-' (7 E D) and E, = cor'ol-l if t = right (IN: y -+ +Ja and E, = ar-lar'c if t = left). The reflexive space thus obtained is denoted Va. Clearly orthogonality is preserved under scaling, so 'Ira is regular o I' is regular. And I( Va) = I(V). From now on, let V be a nonzero regular rejexive space.
1.1. Let U, W be subspaces of V and let dim U < 00. Then codim U* = dim U, U** = U, and if U* C WC V then W** = W. In particular, if U is regular, then V = U 1 U*. Thus any Jinite dimensional regular subspace of V splits V [8] .
By a standard application of Zorn's lemma, any totally degenerate subspace of V is contained in a maximal totally degenerate subspace. It is easy to show [18, p. 1181 that all maximal totally degenerate subspaces of V either have the same finite dimension v(V) or Y (called the Witt index of V) or they are all infinite dimensional (and here we write v = co).
The form q (or the space V) is said to be trace-valued if When D is commutative, q fails to be trace-valued 0 J = identity, x(D) = 2, and q(x, x) # 0 for some x E V. Also q is automatically trace-valued if x(D) # 2 [3, p. 201 . The assumption of trace-valuedness in a regular isotropic space V is equivalent to assuming V is spanned by its isotropic vectors [18, Lemma 8.1 .61.
Our arguments rely heavily on the latter assumption and so, following
Dieudonne, we will assume that all reflexive spaces considered are trace-valued.
We say q (or V) is alternating if q(x, x) = 0 for all x in V, general hermitian if J # identity, skew-hermitian if / # identity and E = -1. We say x E Y is isotropic o x # 0 and q(x, X) = 0; and V is isotropic o it contains at least one isotropic vector. Thus v 3 1 * I/ is isotropic. We will work mainly with alternating or isotropic skew-hermitian spaces. The restriction to skewhermitian rather than general hermitian spaces is convenient and causes no real loss of generality since any regular general hermitian space can be scaled to a skew-hermitian space (e.g. if t = right, scale by 01 = P -Be where 0 is taken in D so that a: # 0, possible since J # identity) and our theorems about the isomorphisms are invariant under scaling of the underlying spaces. If V is alternating, we specialize the notation: thus Z(V) becomes Sp(V), the symplectic group of V; and if V is general hermitian Z(V) = U(V), the unitary group of V. A hyperbolic plane is, by definition a reflexive space having a basis {< y} of isotropic vectors such that q(x, y) = 1. A hyperbolic plane H in V is regular and, if I/ is alternating or skew-hermitian, H contains at least three isotropic lines. Any regular isotropic plane in V is hyperbolic since V is trace-valued. A hyperbolic space is an orthogonal sum of hyperbolic planes. A set of vectors {Xl ,**-, x, , yr , .,., yn} in V is called symplectic if q(xi , yJ = 1 for 1 < i < n and all other pairs of vectors in the set are orthogonal. Clearly any symplectic set of vectors spans a hyperbolic space and any hyperbolic space has a symplectic base. A finite dimensional regular alternating space 5' is hyperbolic, so dim V = 2v(V).
1.2. Let {x&g, be a base for a totally degenerate subspace U of V. Then there exist vectors, y1 ,..., ys such that x1 ,..., x, , yI ,..., yn is a symplectic base for a hyperbolic subspace of V. In particular, dim U < + dim V. It is an easy corollary that any jnite dimensional subspace of V is contained in a regular finite dimensional subspace of V. Proof. By induction on n, we can assume n = 1, Clearly v(V) 3 v(H*) + 1 and v(H*) = co o V(V) = co. So it suffices to assume the vectors {x~}~Q<~ span an r-dimensional totally degenerate subspace of V where 2 ,< r < CO and to produce an (r -I)-dimensional totally degenerate subspace T of H*. Since H splits V, we can write xi = hi + ui with hi E H and ui E H*. If all hi are zero, put T = Dx, + *.. + Dx,-, . Suppose some hi , say h, is nonzero. Fix an isotropic vector h, in H which is not collinear with h, . NOW by subtracting appropriate multiples of x1 from the succeeding xi we can assume that for i 3 2, hi = 0 or hi = ho . Then it follows that for i 3 2, ui # 0 (otherwise we would have q(h, , hi) = 0 and H would be degenerate, contrary to assumption), and thus ui = xi -h, is isotropic. Put T = Dx, + *.. + Dx, .
Q.E.D.
And it is clear by dimensions that if A is a totally degenerate n-dimensional subspace of V such that V(V) > n, then Y(A*) > V(V) -n.
1.4. Suppose dim V > 3. Then each line L in V is the intersection of two hyperbolic planes in V, unless D = [F, , J = identity, E = 1 and L is regular [3, P. 431. Proof. It suffices to show that if Dx, and Dx, are distinct isotropic lines in I", there exists a maximal totally degenerate subspace T of V containing xi but-excluding xs . If 4(x1 , xa) # 0 this is clear. Suppose 4(x1 , x2) = 0. Using 1.2, choose vectors yi , yz in V such that x1 , xs , yr , ys is a symplectic set of vectors. Let W be a maximal totally degenerate subspace of (Dx, + Dy,)* containing xi . Then Dyz + W is the required subspace T.
1.6. Consider V as an abstract vector space. Suppose dim V >, 2. Suppose V is a regular reflexive space under each of two reJlexive forms q1 and q2 . Then q1 and qz determine the same orthogonality relation on V ;f and only if q1 = qscL for some a E D.
Proof. If q1 = qzU, the result is clear. For the converse, define the semilinear injections vi: V -+ V' by (~~x)( y) = qi(x, y) for i = 1,2. Then the hypothesis implies (D(~,x))~ = (D(~%x))~ for all x E V whence vrx = a, (v,x) where am E D. It is easy to see, using the fact r+~ preserves linear independence (and dim V >, 2) that 01, is actually a constant 01 independent of x. Hence 'pix = 01(y3~x) for all x E V, i.e., q1 = qe".
The concepts and most of the results developed in Section IB can be found in [Ill.
B. Residual Spaces, Fixed Spaces, and Shearings Consider V as an abstract vector space. For (T E GL(V), we define the residual space R by R = (u -l,)V, the fixed space P by p = ker(a -lV), and the residue res u by res u = dim R = codim P. The subspaces R and P of V are called the spaces of (T. We have aR = R, UP = P, res o = 0 e (T = lr, , 0 and u-l have the same A, P, res. If R is a line, plane, hyperplane of V we refer to it as the residual line, plane, hyperplane of (T. Similarly with the fixed line. etc.
CONVENTION.
Whenever a CJ in GL(V) is under discussion, the letter R will automatically refer to its residual space, the letter P to its fixed space. In the same way Ri and Pi will be associated with ui in GL(Tr). Results 1.7-1.11 below are well known.
1.7. Let q and o2 be elements of GL(V) andput o = ~,a, . Then R C R, + R, , P > P1 + Pz and res CT~CT~ < res CT, + res az . Also V = P1 + Pz 3 R = R, + R, and R, n R, = 0 3 P = P1 r\ Pz . 1.11. Let u E GL(V). Then u2 = ly 9 u IR = -lR .
We say u E GL(V) is a shearing if res a < 1 and we call a shearing a transvection if R C P, a dilation if R $ P. For any a E V, p E V' such that pa # -1 define the mapping r,,, by T,,,x = x + (px)a for all x E V. It is easily seen that T,,, is a shearing in GL( V) and is a transvection 9 pa = 0. We have 7 -1" a,0 -o a = 0 or p = 0, and T~~,~ = 7a,lD for all X E D. If T,,, # 1, , then its residual line is Da, and its fixed hyperplane is ker p. If r,,, and T~,~ are defined, then T~,~T~,~ = T,+~,~. In particular rzO = T,~,~ for all m 3 1. If Ta,p and Ta,m are defined, then Ta,,Ta,,, = ra,D+m. And uTa.dJ -1 = 7 oa.rx-1 for all u in GL(V). It is not hard to show that every shearing in GL(V) is a Ta,o with pa # -1. And if T,,, and T,',, ' are defined and not equal to 1,) then Ta,r, = Ta',p' o there is a X E D such that a' = Xa and p' = h-lp. (1) resa < &dimV < co; (2) res u = + dim V < co and u IR is not a radiation; (3) res u < co with dim V in$nite; (4) u is a transvection.
Then if u permutes projectively with an element k in FL(V) it permutes with k itself.
We say a projectivity k of V is a projective shearing (transvection, dilation) if k = C? for some shearing (transvection, dilation) u in GL( V). When dim V >, 3, such a representative shearing u is unique by 1.12, and its R and P are called the residual and fixed spaces of k. The R, P convention above will be extended to projective shearings. And whenever we speak of a projective shearing 5 (in dim V >, 3) we will automatically assume that u is the unique representative shearing in GL(V) of a. Note that we sometimes describe elements of PGL(V) in the form C? with u in GL(V), and sometimes in the form u with u in PGL( V). Now let us return to our general assumption that V is a regular reflexive space. It is easy to see that for any (T in I(V), q(R, P) = 0. 1.19 . Suppose u EI(V) and res o < co. Then P = R* and R = P*.
Proof. We have codim P = dim R = codim R* by 1.1. And P _C R*. So P = R* and by 1.1 again R = R** = P*.
Q.E.D. Proof. Apply 1.9 using 1.11.
Suppose x(D) # 2 and awl
h as fz t ni e residue and is an involution. Then (r = -lR J-lP .
Proof. By 1.11, o IR = -1,) so R n R* = R n P = 0 and R is regular. Hence V = R I P by 1.1 and 1.19 and so (T = -1, J-lP.
Q.E.D.
If a shearing u falls in I(V), then P = R*, so u is a transvection + R is isotropic.
For the remainder of Section lB, we suppose V is an alternating or isotropic skew-hermitian space. For any isotropic vector a E V and any )\ ED satisfying XJ = h, define the linear map ra,l\ by T,,*x = x + q(a, x)(ha) for all x in V. Then it is easy to check that T,,~ EI(V) Proof. It suffices to show that if u is a shearing in GL(V) and oiu is in I(V) for some 01 E F, then &or = 1. Since dim I' > 3, obviously P is not totally degenerate, so there exists x, y in P with q(x, y) = 1. Then 1 = q(x, y) = q(aux, Wry) = q(&x, oy). so arJff = WXJ = 1.
Q.E.D. (1) k is rejlexive collinear.
(2) k is projective reflexive collinear. Proof. Suppose u is a shearing in I'I( V). Since q(P, P) # 0, u E I(V) by I .31.
The second assertion follows easily from the first.
1.33. Suppose V is isotropic and dim V 3 3. Let k be an element of lY(V) which stabilizes all isotropic lines in V. Then k is in RL( V).
Proof. This is an easy application of 1.4 and 1.15 (the exceptional case in 1.4 can be handled directly).
We have the following corollary.
1.34. If an element k of rL( V) stabilizes all the isotropic lines in a subspace U of V such that in a radical splitting U = rad U 1 W of U, W is isotropic of dimension >3, then k lLI is a radiation. 
D. Hyperbolic Transformations
In this section, we assume V is alternating or isotropic skew-hermitian (in addition to being nonzero, regular, trace-valued).
We say a transformation K in ZZ(V) is hyperbolic if p(Kx, X) = 0 for all isotropic vectors x in V. Clearly, radiations of V are hyperbolic and if k E Z'Z( V) is hyperbolic, so are K-r, rk and kr for all r in RL(V). We say k E PPZ(V) is a projective hyperbolic transformation if k has a representative in Z'Z( I') which is hyperbolic (in which case all representatives will be hyperbolic).
1.35. Suppose dim V 3 3 if V is skew-hermit&z. Let k E Z'Z( V) be a hyperbolic transformation with associated automorphism p and multiplier m. Then either k is a radiation or the following hold.
(1) D is commutative, p = J, and mJ = m.
(2) k2 = ml v . In particular, every nontrivial projective hyperbolic transformation is an involution. such that x1 + xa is isotropic. The equality a(a(x, + xa), it + x2) = 0 implies that q(kx, , ~a)' = q(x, , AX,) and so q([kK2 -ml,]x, , kx,) = 0 (using the fact p = J). It follows easily that (K2 -ml,)x, = 0, hence the elements Ka and ml V of U( I') agree on isotropic vectors, and so by 1.33, they differ by a radiation which clearly must be the identity. So K2 = mlV and (2) is established. For (3) if xi is isotropic and x2 = Kx, and Fx, # Fx, , there exists an isotropic vector yi in (Fx,)* with q(xl , yi) = 1. Put ya = (l/m) ky, and U = Fx, + Fx, + Fvl + Fy, .
1.36. Suppose V is alternating and u E Sp( V) is a hyperbolic transformation of $nite residue. Then res (T is even.
Proof. If cr is a radiation, then (5 = +l y , and res (T = 0 or res (T = dim V, which is even. Otherwise 0 moves an (isotropic) line Dx, and a stabilizes a regular subspace U of V as in part (3) Q.E.D.
THE ISOMORPHISMS OF UNITARY AND SYMPLECTIC GROUPS
Henceforth, we assume that V is a nonzero regular reJexive space of orientation t over a division ring D, equipped with an alternating OY trace-valued isotropic skew-hermitian form q of Witt index v. And V, , t, , D, , q1 , v1 is a second similar situation. From Section 2B on, we assume v >, 3 and vl > 3. If 7L E A, by a pushforward of rr. or ?L we mean a representative of (lTL in .lY(V1). S imilarly we speak of a pullback for a projective transvection ?L1 in A, .
The following result distinguishes between projective transvections with distinct residual lines. (1) Suppose q(R, , R,) = 0. Since v > 2, Pz is spanned by isotropic lines (consider a radical splitting of Pz and use 1.3), so there exists an isotropic line L = Dx in Pz\P1 . Take ?L E A. Now k permutes with rLu,7;', so k permutes with rLuT1r~l and hence stabilizes its residual line TARP . Since k stabilizes R, also, we have kL 2 L + R, . Now let R, = Dy and put K = D(x + y). So K is an isotropic line in Pz\Pl . Take ?x E A. Put u'~ = rxa,~$ = u2 and u'i = rKu,7;1. So K permutes with ~'a , hence with ull , and the proposition fails for u'~ , ~'a (otherwise it would hold for the original u1 , 2 u also, contrary to assumption). We have L C P',\P', so by the preceding paragraph kL _C L + R', . So kL C (L + R,) n (L + R',) = L and we have shown k stabilizes all isotropic lines in P,\P, . If Dz is an isotropic line in Pz n PI we can always select z so that z + x is isotropic and of course in P,\P, . Then it is easy to deduce from the fact that k stabilizes D(x + x), Pz n PI , and L that k stabilizes Dz also. So k stabilizes all isotropic lines in Pz and by 1.33, k Ip is a radiation. So k is a projective transvection with line R, . By symmetry its line is also R, . Impossible.
(2) Suppose q(R, , R,) # 0. Here we have the splitting V = (PI n PJ 1 (R, + R,). By 1.3, PI n Pz is isotropic. So, if R, = Dy and if x is any isotropic vector in PI n Pz , then the line L = D(x + y) is isotropic, is in P,\P, , and is distinct from R, . We get kL C R, + L just as in Case (1) . By considering d2 = cr2 ) U'l = UfTlU, -' we get kL = L much as in Case (1). (Here we use L #'R, .) Clearly kR, = R, also, so k stabilizes all isotropic lines in Pz\Pl , and now we proceed to show that k lpz is a radiation and thus obtain a contradiction just as in Case (1).
Q.E.D. Proof. Suppose not. Then R, = R', and since v1 3 2 we can choose an isotropic line Ll in V, orthogonal to R, = R', . Take ?L1 E A, and let k be a pullback in r1( V) of F~, . Then 7L1 permutes with a, and u'i and so clearly R, 6, 6' satisfy the hypotheses of 2.1. The conclusion, carried forward to V, , asserts the existence of a transvection in I(V), which permutes with exactly one of two shearings in I(V) having the same residual line. This is impossible by 1.14.
'Q.E.D.
We will make free use of the fact that by 1.16, if the underlying dimension is 25 we need not distinguish between permuting and projective permuting for two reflexive collinear transformations when at least one of them is linear of residue <2, in particular is a shearing or a linear hyperbolic transformation of residue 62.
B. Preservation of Projective Transvections
Recall henceforth v > 3 and v1 > 3. So cl0 = (ii . We have R, = Dlxl + D,(k,x,) and R, is a hyperbolic plane by choice of x1 ; and R is a line or plane in V containing the residual line of r. Note that v(Pl) 3 2 since v1 > 3 and P is spanned by isotropic lines since Y > 3. Call this situation "Sx," or "S" and call R, , PI the spaces associated to S. Let OZX (or 6'J) be the set {L,: L, is an isotropic line in PI such that there exists a transvection 7L , projectively in A, , with residual line L, and with a pullback j in r1( V) whidh stabilizes R and P and moves an isotropic line in P}.
Let T be a projective transvection in
The main argument is in step (1) below where we show that in a situation as above, if G! # 0, then k, Ip, is a radiation. It follows easily that if we can construct two situations with distinct associated RI's (and hence distinct PI's) and for which the O? sets are nonempty, then k, is a radiation on a subspace of codimension 1 in V, and we are done. In step (2) we show that all situations S with OZ = ,@ (if such exist) have the same associated plane R, . Finally, in step (3) we produce three situations as above with pairwise distinct associated RI's and the proof is concluded be applying steps (1) and (2). Then a, , a, are both linear, q(R, , R) = 0, res u2 = 2, 1 < res u3 < 2, L, C R3 C PI and fir?, = I& . So 7 permutes with ua , hence K, permutes with us and so klR3 = R, . If R3 is a line, then R3 = L, , and Kr stabilizes L, . If R, is a plane, we construct in PI a plane Hr , stabilized by K, and such that Hr n R, = L, . Using v 3 3 choose an isotropic line L, in PI n L*,\R*, (why possible ?). Let rr, be a transvection with residual line L, such that 1s is in A, . After conjugating us by rj and pulling things back to V we see that k, permutes with r+r,?,l, hence k, stabilizes HI = r5R, . We have thus shown that k, stabilizes all lines in G?. (2) Here we must show that if 5' and S' are two situations with R, # R', , we cannot have both GZ = @ and 6Y = O. Suppose 6Y = ia. By definition of the set CPI and by 1.33, each projective transvection in A, whose line is in PI has a pullback j in rI( V) such that j IP = lP , hence j E I(V) by 1.3 1, and so the residual space of i is contained in R. Hence by standard methods each transvection, projectively in A, with residual line in P has a pushforward which permutes with all rL1 (L, isotropic in PI , "4 in A,), thus the pushforward can be taken identity on PI, and thus linear with residual space in RI . Now we claim P n P' contains at least two isotropic lines, say L and L'. This is clear if R C R' or R' C R or if dim rad(R + R') > 2. Otherwise R + R' contains a hyperbolic plane H,, and we can write R + R' = H,, 1 L, where L, is a line. Since P n P' = (R + R')*, the claim follows using 1.3.
Take ?'r. , 7L, in A. By the preceding paragraph, each of these projective transvections has a pushforward with residual space contained in R, n R', , a line. This is impossible by 2.2.
(3) Here we must find isotropic vectors x1 , x2 , xa in V, such that Ri = Dxi + D(k,xJ are pairwise distinct hyperbolic planes. We already have x1 . If k, does not stabilize R, , putting xa = k,x, and xg = k,x, suffices. If k, stabilizes R, , and hence PI , we can choose isotropic vectors y, z in PI such that z 6 Dy + D(k, y). Now put x2 = y if ql(k, y, y) + 0 and x2 = x1 + y otherwise; put x, = .a if ql(klz, Z) # 0 and xa = x1 + x otherwise.
2.4.
Suppose A and A-l carry projective transvections to projective shearings. Then A preserves projective transvections.
Proof.
Suppose if possible that for some projective transvection Q, in A, flak = aI where a, is a dilation in I( V,). Choose distinct isotropic lines K and M, both #L, in some totally degenerate plane T in V containing L, and take %, ?,+, in A. By hypothesis we can choose shearings a, , a, in I(V,) as pushforwards for these latter two projective transvections. Then a, , oK , and oM have residual lines which are distinct by 2.2 and mutually orthogonal by the usual considerations of permutability. Now since at least one of these three lines is regular, it is easy to see that they are linearly independent. Hence since v1 > 3, we can find an isotropic line L, in V, orthogonal to two of these lines but not to the third. Now take ?LI in A, . By hypothesis, we can choose u in I(V) of residue 1 such that 5 E A and A6 = F~ . But 7r. permutes with exactly two of '7r, a,, a,, and pulling things bakk to V 'via A, we find q(R, T) = 0, so the pullback u permutes with all three of 7r. , 7K , 7M . Contradiction. Thus A preserves projective transvections in A and, by symmetry, the result follows.
Q.E.D. (1) Exclude the case V, skew-hermitian and dim V, = 6. Then V, is alternating and k, can be chosen in I( V,) = Sp( V,) of residue 2.
(2) Assume V, is skew-hermitian and dim V, = 6. Then V is alternating.
Proof. By 1.33, K, moves an isotropic line L, in V, . Take +LL1 E A, with pullback k, say, in r1(V). Put u = TkT-lk-l and o1 = kpL,k;%t:.
We have cl0 = O1 , R, is a totally degenerate plane containing L, , and R is a line or plane containing the residual line L, say, of 7.
(1) Here V, is alternating if dim Vi = 6. By standard methods we can find a conjugate u' to u in r1(V) and a conjugate u'i to q in r1( Vi) such that Ab ==;;I;, R n R' = L. Then it is easy to see that zt , .z'r also are in rad W, i.e. rad W is contained in R, or in R', , say in R, . Then we can write W = rad W 1 T where T is regular and contains R', , impossible by 1.2. Clearly dim W # 2, so dim W = 3. So W = rad W J-T where T is a hyperbolic plane and since v1 > 3, it is easy to see that W* = (R, + R',)* has a totally degenerate plane subspace, as claimed. So 1.15 implies that k, can be chosen linear.
It follows by 1.35(l) that J1 = identity, hence V, is alternating. So we can assume k, is identity on (R, + R',)*. Then by 1.35(2) k, has multiplier 1, so k, E I( Vi) = Sp(V,) and k12 = 1 "I . Now res k, is even by 1.36, and <4 since the fixed space of k, contains (RI + R',)*. But res k, = 4 implies that R, + R', is the residual space of k, , which is impossible in view of 1.11, since k, moves the line L, or RI . Hence res k, = 2.
(2) Here V, is skew-hermitian and dim V, = 6. By 1.35(3) there exists a four dimensional regular subspace Ui of Vi stabilized by k, and containing R, . Let Kl be any isotropic line in the hyperbolic plane U*, . Clearly k,K, = Kl . So k, stabilizes the totally degenerate space R, + Kl (=T,). Since k, is nonlinear, there is an (isotropic) line L', in T,\R, moved by k, . Now starting with a transvection on the line L', , form elements 7, d, GE d, just as 6, < were obtained from the line L, . We have Rl + R', = R, + Kl , so R, n R', is a line, K3 say. Take ?K> E d, with a pullback j, say, in JY( V). First, we have R = R' for otherwise, smce rL1 permutes with or and ~'i we would have K permuting with 0 and u', hence stabilizing R r\ R' = L, hence permuting with 7, which is not so. Now by standard methods we find j stabilizes L and all isotropic lines in P = P'. It follows easily that j cannot be a projective dilation. Thus by 2.3 and 2.5, j is a hyperbolic transformation, and j is linear, so V is alternating by 1.35(2) .
A preserves projective transwections.
Proof. Suppose not. Then by 2.3, 2.4 and 2.6 it is immediate that at least one of the underlying spaces is alternating. So without loss of generality, let Vi be alternating. as above. The 7i permute in pairs, hence so do the cri and since the planes Ri are pairwise distinct, we have ql(Ri , Rj) = 0 and Ri A Rj = 0 for distinct i, j by 1.38; so we have an orthogonal sum Rl J-Rz 1 R, I R, in V, . Sow take an (isotropic) line L, in Vi orthogonal to R, and to R, but not contained in R, or R*, (why possible ?) and take ?L1 in A, , By assumption, TLt has a pullback which is a dilation, j say. By standard arguments we find 7L1 permutes with ua , so L, C R, or L, C R*, by 1.38. Contradiction.
C. The Isomorphism Theorems in General
If g is any projective reflexive collinear transformation of V onto Vi then the mapping @g of PI'I( V) onto PlY( V,) defined by @,A = gkg-l (R E PI'I( V)) is well known to be an isomorphism of PI-I(Y) onto Prl(Vr).
The passage from the preservation of projective transvections established in Section 3A to the existence of a Gg inducing II is the usual one. Let us outline the details. Now let us show how to extend these isomorphism theorems to the nonprojective case. We say a subgroup r of PI(V) has enough transvections if for each isotropic line L in V there is at least one transvection (T in r with R = L. Let r and r, denote subgroups of r1( V) and rI( VI) which have enough transvections and let @ denote a group isomorphism CD: I'-r, . Note that p = PP and r, = PI', are subgroups of PLY(V) and PPI(VJ which have enough projective transvections so that the preceding theory for A and A, apphes to F and F1 .
We say Q, collapses on a subset X of I' if 0X C RL( V,). It is easy to show that Q, collapses on the transvections of r 9 @ collapses on the linear elements of r o @-l collapses on the transvections of r, , and we have the following result (see [ll, p. 1251 for the linear versions).
2.11. @ does not collapse on the transvections of I' if any one of the following conditions is satisfied.
(1) D is commutative; Q.E.D.
Thus there are obvious analogs to 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 for nonprojective groups of reflexive collinear transformations which have enough transvections.
D. The Isomorphisms over Domains
Here we show that our main results apply to certain so-called congruence groups. By modifying the arguments in Section 2B we can relax the Witt index assumptions to v > 2, vr > 2 in the case of isomorphic projective reflexive congruence groups B and d, (at least for underlying dimensions finite and 25). The details will not be given. Briefly, a construction analogous to that in step (2) of [9, Sect. 5.4.11 allows us to assume v 3 2, and utilizing an appropriate E,,, transformation (Eichler [5] ) we get by with v1 > 2, in 2.3. We can assume or = 2. An argument as in 2.6(l) and Case (2) of 2.7 shows (1 and /l-l carry projective transvections to projective shearings. It is now an easy consequence of the assumption of finite dimensions that A preserves at least one projective transvection.
In light of these facts, the argument of 2.4 works (in essence) for v, vr > 2, thus projective transvections are preserved by /I. Finally, the first paragraph of Section 2C requires only that the underlying Witt indices be 22.
THE NONISOMORPHISMS BETWEEN LINEAR AND EITHER UNITARY OR SYMPLECTIC GROUPS
First let us recall some concepts about linear spaces developed in [Ill. For an abstract vector space V over D we have the contragredient map ": rL(V) --f FL(V') defined by &J = upk-l (k E PL(V) with associated automorphism p, p E v') and the naturally induced projective contragredient map ": PI'L( V) -+ PrL(V').
A subspace W of I" is said to be total if WT = 0. Now fix a total subspace W of V. The set (2 Iw. . x E V} forms a total subspace of IV', denoted p. (2) Given L E 9 and HE&Y with L C H, there is at least one nontrivial projective transvection in d with spaces L C H.
For K E FL(V) we say that A is defined whenever R W = W and then define Fz =Rlw. The set of elements of FL(V) for which * is defined form a subgroup X, say of rL(V) and * is an injective homomorphism of X into rL(W).
3.3.
If o is any element of GL(V) for which 8 is de$ned, then (1) the fixed space of 6 is RI n W, (2) resa < co 9resb < co; (3) If res (T < co, then res o = res 6, and the residual space of 6 is PA, and (RI n W)' = R.
We can well define an induced map ": PX -+ PrL( W) via k^ = ff, which is also an injective homomorphism.
3.4.
(1) h is defined for all elements of A.
(2) The subgroup a of PrL(W) is full of p ro ec ive j t transwections relative to F. Now we introduce a vector space V, and suppose W is a total subspace of V's . Suppose A, C PrL(V,) is full of projective transvections relative to W. We also return to our general assumption that V is a non-zero regular alternating or trace-valued isotropic skew-hermitian space and A C PI'I(V) has enough projective transvections. Suppose (1: A ---f A, is an isomorphism. Our goal is to show that if v > 3 and dim V, > 5 then A does not exist.
The following preliminary result is proved by a straightforward adaptation of the proof of [lo, Sect. 6.1.41 (making appropriate use of 2.1).
3.5. If 7 is a projective tranmection in A and AT has a representative k, in GL(VS) of residue 1 then k1 is a transvection.
3.6. Suppose v > 3 and dim V, > 5. Let r be a transvection in I(V) that is projectively in A and let k, be an element of rL( V,) with A? = I& . Then K1 is a projective transvection.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of 2.3. Since k1 is not a radiation, it moves a line in Vs . Based on any such line KI we construct a situation as follows. By 3.2 there exists a hyperplane H in 8' such that KI C H but k,K, $ H and k;lK, $ H. By fullness there exists a transvection pi in rL( V,), projectively in d, , with spaces KI C H. Let K be a representative in rI(V) of fl-lf, . Put (T = TKT-%-~ and q = K,~,k;%;i.
Then it is easy to verify that R, is the plane KI + k,K, , R is a line or plane containing the residual line of 7, R, n PI = 0 and P is spanned by isotropic lines. Call this situation SK (or S) and call RI , PI the spaces associated to S. Let 67s (or a) be the set {L,: L, is a line in PI such that for each hyperplane HI in 8' containing L, + RI there exists a projective transvection 7, in d, with spaces L, S HI which has a pullback in r1(V) which stabilizes R and P and moves an isotropic line in P}.
In step (1) we show that if GY # o then Ki Ip, is a radiation. In step (2) we show that all situations S with a = o (if such exist) have the same associated space PI . In step (3), we construct three situations as above with pairwise distinct PI's and the result follows from steps (1) and (2) and 3.5.
(1) Suppose 02 # .D.
(1A) Here we show K, stabilizes all lines in GE So fix L, E t3? and let HI be a hyperplane in &' containing L, + R, . Since L, E aC, there exists a transvection 7s) projectively in d, , with spaces L, C HI and an element j in r1( V) such that j E d, 113' = Q, and jP = P while j moves an isotropic line L say, of P. Take a transvection 71. , projectively in d, with residual line L. Put os = jrL j+il and as = Tsjir;'j;' where j, is a representative for AT, in I'L(V,). Then it is easy to see us , u have the following properties: os E I(V), s 6s E A, res us = 2, R, C P, and as E GL(VJ, a3 E A, , 1 < res us < 2, R, C PI , R,~P,.AlsoL,~R,orH,=P,,andH,>P,orL,=R,.
We now show k, stabilizes PI . Since R, 2 P, by standard methods, k, stabilizes R3 and P3 . Applying Zorn's lemma, there is a nonzero subspace 2, of PI which is maximal with respect to being stabilized by kI . If 2, # Pi it is easily seen that there is a transvection in GL(V,), projectively in A, , that permutes with ai and that carries R3 outside 2, (but still in PI). Conjugating os by this transvection and carrying things back to U (V) in the usual way we obtain a new u's and u's with Ii', !& 2, . Again we find k, stabilizes R', , hence kI stabilizes R', + 2, contradicting the maximality of 2, . Hence 2, = PI and k, stabilizes PI .
Next we show k, stabilizes L, . First suppose k, stabilizes all hyperplanes in ti which contain L, + R, . Then k, stabilizes L, + R, by 3.2, so k, stabilizes to the total subspace P of w' and dim W 3 5. So we can construct situations analogous to the above for the element A, of FL(W), in particular, by steps (3A) and (3B) we can produce three situations with pairwise distinct associated planes R, , R', , R; , in W. Then pulling things back from I!!(W) to IZ( V,) via *, we find that we obtain three situations with associated spaces PI = RT, , etc. And PI , P', , P; are distinct since R, = PII etc., and the RI's are distinct.
This completes the proof.
Having established 3.6 we obtain our main result 3.7 by a proof almost identical to that of [lo, Sect. 6.1.51 (making appropriate use of 3.2). 
